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Such a model can also be used (with few modifications) to study neutron 
multiplication problems [2, 7, 11, 121 and traffic flow problems [4]. It can also be 
seen as an extension of birth-death models (see, for example, [8]). Another 
application of these methods to epidemic models can be found in [6], 
In Sections 2and 3 of the paper we present he skochastic model and show how it 
leads to an initial-value problem, in the Banach space X of all summable 3-indexed 
sequences of real numbers. The second part of Section 3 has been devoted to recall 
how existence and uniqueness of a norm invariant solution belonging to X can be 
established [5, 91. 
Finally, in Section 4, the main result of the paper is presented; by using a m<:zhod 
recently proposed in [3], the equations for the expected values have been rigorously 
derived from the Kolmogorov equations of the process. 
Conditions for the extinction of the epidemic haste also been given at the end of 
Section 4. 
2. The stochastic model 
Let P(n, m, I, t) be the probability that at time t ~3 0 there are in circulation in a 
population of infinite size (large with respect o the size of the epidemic): 
(i) I infected individuals ubject to their latent period; 
(ii) m infectives ulbject to their incubation period; 
(iii) n infectives with symptoms (n, m, I E N). 
Let the probabilities of poss:ible transitions in the zime interval (t, t -I At] be given 
bY 
rrrAk = P{one infective with symptoms be removed through 
recovery or death} 
(1 1) . 
w,A? = P{one infective with or without symptoms produces 
an infection} 
(12) . 
e(s) = P{during an infection by one infective, s individuals 
arc infected entering their latent period} 
(13) . 
A At = P{one infected individual enters the incubaiion 
period after his latent period) 
(‘1 4) . . 
pAt= {one infective ends his incubatiol,!l period and (19 ;. 
symptoms appear} 
slAt = c[immigration f an infected individual subject to (11 6) . 
his latent period} 
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s2At = immigration of an infective without symptoms} (17) . 
s3At = {immigration of an infective after his incubation (18) . 
period}. 
This last probability is usually very small compared with the other two immigra- 
tion rates but we have introduced it for completeness. 
We assume that the process is Markovian and the probabilities P(n, m, 1; t) satisfy 
the following system of Kolmogorov (forward) differential equations: 
$P(qm,l;t)= 
=- [7rln + w2m + Al + s]P(n, m, 1; t) 
+ w,(n + 1, m, 1; t)+ vf(n + m) z B(p)P(rt, m, 1 -p; t) 
P’l 
where 
+ A(1 + l)P(n, m - 1,1+ 1; t)+ p(m + l)P(n - I, m + 1,l; t) 
+ slP(n, m, I- 1; t)+ szP(n, m - 1,l; t)+ s3P(n - 1, m, 1; t) 
P(n,m,l;t)=O ifnCOormCOorlC0 
and 
WI = n,+ 9Tt; ‘CT2 = vt+/&; s=s1+sz+s3 
with an initial condition 
P(n, m, 1; 0) = P,(n, m, 1) E [0, 1] (10, m, I) E N3 
and 
m a0 0 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(9 
In particular, as usual, one might assume that the initial state is completely 
known, i.e.: 
P0(nO, m0,10) = 1 if (no, mo, lo) E N”, 
Po(n, m, 1) = 0 if (n, m, 1) # (no, m0,10) 
but, for the sake of generality the more general case (4) will be conGdered. 
3. The mathematical setting 
Let X be the Banach space of all summable sequences of real numben 
f = (_Hn, m, &Rm.~~E~3 
such that 
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and let X+ denote the positive cone of X: 
x+={g~X~V(n,m,I)GN3:f(n,m,l)~0}. 
Further, define the following operators from X to X: 
Wfl rsm,) = - [?Tgl + n2t?t + M]f(n, m, I) (7 1s . 
+ w&2 + l)f(n + 1, m, I)+ w&f + m) i @@)f(n, m, I- p) 
P’l 
+ A(I + l)f(n, m - 1, I + 1)+ p(m + l)f(n - 1, m + 1, I), 
a(A)=[f EXI 2 I[AfJm,m~l<m) 3 (7 2) . 
rsm,l . 
Wfl ~m,l= [win + W2m + Al]f(& m, I); 9(H) = 9, (8) 
Kfl sm,f = w(n + l)f(n + 1, m, I)+ rrt(n + m) 2 9@)f(n, m, I - p) 
p-1 
+ h(I + l)f(n, lvlt - 1, I + 1) + &rn + l)f(n - 1, m + 1, I); 9(K) = 9, (9 
%Rf]4m.l= sIf(n,m,l-1)+s2f(n,m-1,1)+s3f(n-l,m,I); CB(R)=X, (10) 
where [AJCjn,m,l denotes the (n + 1, m + 1, I + l)-th component of the transformed 
vector Af, and 9(A) is the domain of the operator A, while 9 denotes the subset 
of B(A): 
9= 
{ I ,fEX 2 (n+m+I)If(4mJ)lCoo l tbrn.1 I 
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If one assumes, in particular, that 
Uo = (Po( n, @kl))(nm.,)C& E 9: 
such that 11 uo/ = 1, it follows that 
Vt 30: llu(t,ll= 1. (14) 
Furthermore in this case 
vtao: u(t)Ewnx+ca(A)nx+. 
Thus 
Vt 30: Gu(t) = Au(t) 
and system (15) becomes just the physical system described by (2) + (4). More 
explicitly, 
V(n, m, I) E N3: P(ra, m, I; t) = u(n, nr, I; t). 
Remark 1. Actually the form of $9 is not explicitly known, but for practicaLI 
purposes it will be sufficient to assume u. E 9+, because owing to ;(13) GB+ C 9: f7 
X+. Of course, these statements still hold assuming as initial condition 
uo= 9 10 0 ,~g~,O,Po(no,mO,lO)=l,O,...} 
because u. E 9, C 9’ 17 X+, in this case too. 
4. A rigorous derivation of the equations for the expected values 
Let N(t), M(t), L(t) be respectively the number of infectives with symptoms, the 
number of infecrives without symptoms and the number of infected ind.ividuals 
subject to their i&tent period. By a heuristic procedure, the equations for the 
expected values of these random variables may be obtained by multiplying both 
sides of (2) by n, M, I respectively and sumtaing over h, MZ, 1. We obtain 
d -& ii(t) = - ?r,ii(S) 6 kfi(t) + s3, 
The aim of this section is to show that the equations (15) can be rigorously 
derived if tRe joint probabilities P(n, m, I ; t) satisfy the equations (2) + (4) and 
hence (11) and other suitable conditions. 
Set 
v,(n, m, 1; t) = (n + l)u(n + 1, m, I; t), 
v,(n, m, 1; t) = (m + l)u(n, m + 1, J; t), iw 
v3(n,m,l;t)=(l+l)u(n,m,l+.l;t~. 
Multiplying the (n + 2)th component of the first of (11) - fixed m and 1 - by 
(n + l), we obtain 
d 
z VI(t) = [(A + R - sl) =t (B, - rJ)]v,(t) + @v*(t)+ w(t). 
In an analogous way we obtain 
d dt vi(t) = [(.A + R - sI).+ (B1 - wJ)]vz(t) + h(t) + w(t), 
d 
;i~'v"(') = [(A + R - $1) - AI]vs(t)+ &v,(t) -k B:v*(t)+ s,u(t) (20.3) 
with the corresponding initial conditions: 
!Lm Vj(t) = ~10, j = 1,2,3 
where Vjo are given by relations imilar to (19), and 
[Blf]*m.l= wf $: @(P)f(n, m, 1 -p), 
p-1 
[Bif]n,m.,= rf 
P”l 
pe(t)f(n - 1, m, I+ 1 -p), 
P”l 
pO(p)f(n, m - 1, I + 1 -p). 
(20.1) 
(20.2) 
(20.4) 
(21.1) 
(21.2) 
(21.3) 
Lemma 1. &, Bi, BYE B(X); &[X+] C X+, &[X+] C X+, W[X+] C X+; 
Vf (5 x+: llB*f II = Tfllf II, 
Moreacer 
IKf II = lP:‘f II = dP)llf II* 
A~=x+(B,-~~,~‘)=(G+R-s~)+(B~-TJ)E%(~,--?~,), (22.1) 
with 
A2 = x + (B1 - rJ) E %(l, - ,u), (22.2) 
n,=x-ME%@. -A) (22.3) 
Vf E X+: (lexp(tA ,)f I! = exp( - 7rr t) Ii f 11, (23.1) 
Vf E x+: IIeTws~f II = exp( - POlIf II? (23.2) 
Vf E X+: liexp(tA$f II= exp( - At)11 f 11, (23.3) 
where the semigroups exp(tAj), j = 1,2,3 map X, into itself 
Consider now the following initiai-value problem: 
d 
$ VI(t) = A,v,(t)+ p%(t)+ w(t), 
d 
dt v2(t) = A*v,(t) + h(t) -b w(t), 
d 
dt us(t) = &v,(t)+ B;vl(t)+ B’lv#)+ s,u(t), 
liIIlVj(t)= VjO, j= 192,39 
t--+0+ 
(24) 
where u(t) is given by (la), (u. E 9’). 
ue to Lemma 1, the solution vl(t), v*(f), v&Y’) of (24) exists and is unique. It can 
be written as follows ([lo], p. 486): 
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v*(t) = exp(tA 1)vto + p 
I ~ I 
O’ [exp(t - t’)llI]vz(t’)dt’ 
+ s3 
I 
or [exp(t - t’)A,]U(t’)dt’, 
v2(t) = exp(tA2)v20 + A 
I 
,,I [exp(t - t’)&]vj(tp)dt’ 
+ s2 O’ [exp(t - t’)A,]u(t’)dt’; 
I 
v3(t) = exp(tA3)v~ + I ot [exp(t - t’)A3] 
+ Or [exp(t - t’)A3]BYv2(t’)dt’ 
I 
(25.1) 
(25.2) 
(25.3) 
+ sl 
I 
’ [exp(t - t’)A,]u(t’)dt’ 
0 
provided that gIo E 9’ 17 X+, j = 1,2,3. 
Finally if u. E 9 n X+, 11 ua]l = 1 and if vioE 9’ r’7 X,, (25)‘s show that Vt 2 
0: q (t) E 9’ n X+. Moreover the (25)‘s imply that the norms of vj’s satisfy the 
following differential equations: 
& II WNI = - nil v1ct>ll+ P II Llz(oll + s39 
$ IIv2(t)ll= - PC 1; v20) II + P II v3w II + s2, (26) 
$ II v3wll= - A II v3(rjll+ ~dP)(ll vmll+ II v4Oll) + s19 
lim 11 Vj(t>ll = IIVjOll, 
r-a+ 
j = 1,2,3. 
System (26) has the same form of system (15). 
The preceding results may be summarized as follows. 
Theorem 1. If Vjo E 9 n X+, the solutions v, (t j's of (24) are such that 
(at) Vt WI: Z+(t) E 9’ n X+ C B(A) n X+, and Cq(t) = Aq(t); hence v&Vs, 
j = 1,2,3, also satisfy system (20), 
(b) II oi<t>ll = c n.,a,l vi n, m, 1; t) I, j = 1,2,3, satisfy system (26). I ( 
3. According to (a) of Theorem 1, for the existence of solutions v,(t)‘s we 
require that u. and v$s all belong to 9’ n Such a condition is achieved if in 
particular u. an3 !ijo’s belong to 9+ = $B n P.C. if we require that the random 
variables IUL N, L. tka a .&scribe the process have Cite second moments at time 
zero. 
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Even if system (26) has exactly rile same form of sIrstem (15), it 4s 
necessary to dwell on the fact that to prove the existence of a solution for system 
(15) and then the existence of mean values for ra.4, N, L at any time t 3 0, we need to 
prove separately that 
II t)l(r)ll =n-0); 11 i)z(t)J( = e (0; II W)ll = T(r). (27) 
In order to prove the (27)‘s, introduce operators Ji and Yj (j := 1,2,3) such that, 
for every f E X: 
[J fl SWIFT* 1 I ?a+1 ’ [Y f]nm,=f(n+l,m I) 1 ,I 9 9 
[J fl em,=- l 2 9 m+l ’ [Y2fln.,d= f(n m +l 1) . ? 9 9 
[J fl tbmI=f(n,m, 3 , 
I+1 ’ 
[Y3f]lsm,=f(?2 I?2 l+l) I 9 9 5 
a(~)= B(x)= x, j = 1,2,3. 
It follows directly from definitions: 
Lemma 2. IIJill~ltIIy/l)=l; .&[s]CSZJ, q[g]Cg, j=l,2,3. 
Define 
Wj(t) = JiVj(t)- KU(t), t 20, j = 1,2,3 
(28.1) 
(28.2) 
(28.3) 
(29) 
where u(t) is the solution of (11) and vj(t)‘s are the solutions of (24). 
Observe that if we show that 
Vj = 1,2,3, Vt 20: wj(t)= 0, (JO) 
relations (19) will be automatically satisfied. CSonsequently the (27)‘s will be satisfied 
and Theorem 2 will show that fi( t), fi (t), r(t) exist at any t 2 0 and obey to system 
(26), i.e. to system (15). 
To prove (30) we must take into account that the initial conditions for Wj(t), 
j = 1,2,3 are 
Wjo = Wj (0) = 0, j = l,2,3 (31 
\ 
/
owing to the choice of ajo’s (see (20.4)). 
Let u,(t) be the solution of system (21) with 6, = - W + rK, r E [0, I[, instead of 
A and with initial conditions go E g+ = 9 n X+ = $B( G,) n X+ . Moreover, let 
vj(t ; r) (j = 1,2,3) be the solutions of (24)‘s with Gr instead of G and with initial 
conditions vjo E kd+, j = 1,2,3. We ha.ve [9], 
u,(t) = expitG,)uo E 9, Vt 3 0, u. E 9+ (32) 
and consequently [9] 
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lim ur(t)= u(t), t a0 (39 c 
r4l’ 
uniformly in any finite interval of time [0, f]. In an analogous way it can be shown, 
for example for u,( t ; r), that 
vl(t; r) = exp(&)vls + fi I ot [exp(t -- t’)Alr]v2(t~; r)dt’ -c 
+ s3 0r [exp(t - t’)&,]u,(t’)dt 
I 
Vt 2 0, if ulo E B+ ; where 
AI, =x,+(B1-1rrI)=(G,+R-sl)+(B1-rrll)~~(l, -m,). 
Hence 
lim zfl(t; r) = VI(t) : 
r41- 
uniformly in any finite interval of time [0,7]. 
Due to Lemma 2, we also obtain from (33) and (36): 
lim wl(t; r) = WI(t) 
r-cl- 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
uniformly with respect o t E [O, i], provided that u. and vlo belong to SJ, where 
w*(t; t) = J#q(t; r)- Y&(t) (38) 
Now, application of Y1 to (11) (with Gr instead of A ) and application of .T1 to (24) 
(with G, instead of G and vj (t; t) instead of vj (t) (j = 1,2,3)) show that wl (t; u) 
satisfies the followiklg 
d 
z wa(t; t) = I&,, + r~, Y&v&; r) +.(l - r){J+(f; r) + (A + BI Y&(t)}, (39) 
lim wl(t ; r) = 0. 
r-4+ (JO) 
Observe that (40) follows from the assumption JIvIO = YIuO (see (19)). It follows 
from Lemma 2 and1 (35): 
Lemma 3. Vr E [0, 1[: 
A l,r = x* + (I% - ml-) E 18(1, - c), 
Al,, a- m,y1 E 8( 1,O). 
ence, from (39) and @O),, 
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lirn 11 w,(t; r)fl = 0 
r+1- 
uniformly with respect to t E [0, t]. 
Due to (37) it can be concluded that (30) is true for j = 1. In an analogous way the 
same can be proved for any j = 1,2,3. Consequently the (27)‘s hold and hence the 
following theorem holds. 
Theorem 2. Under the hypothesis that u. and vjo (j = 1,2,3) all belong to 9, = 
9 n X+ C 9’ n X,, system (15) can be rigorously derived from (11). 
To conclude this analysis it might be interesting to point out that for a rigorous 
derivation of the equations for expected values and for the existence of these at any 
time t a0 we need the finitenes:G of both first and second initial moments 
(Uo, Vi0 E 9+, j = 1,2,3). 
Having shown that the (15)‘s hold, let us indicate conditions under which the 
epidemic tends to extinction. Equations (I5) can be written in matrix form as 
d 
3 y = QYW+S, (22) 
where 
y = (fi, rii, iy; s = (G, s2, sly, 
Hence the equilibrium points are the roots of 
Qy+s=O. (23) 
By applying the so called Lyapunov direct method the following sufficient 
conditions of asymptotic stability can be found: _ 
(24.3) 
Now, assuming that conditions (24) hold, the following can be shown: 
(i) det Q < 0, hence the equilibrium point y. = - Q-‘s exists and is unique; 
(ii) since it has been assume:.; that s belongs to the physical cone (i.e.: si a 0, 
i = 1,2,3), we can claim that y. also belon,gs to the physical cone; 
(iii) the greater the si’s are, the farther frlom the origin this equilibrium point is. 
This corresponds to some kind of endemic situation: the epidemic does not tend to 
extinction even if it iends asymptotically to an equilibrium point; 
(iv) of course, isolating completely the region, thus not allowing immigration 
(s = 0) one has y. = 0: in this case the epidemic ten s to extinction= 
2% 
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